
 

Written by Mike Smith on behalf of the BMS parents rowing supporters 

National Schools’ Regatta (NSR) Information for 2018 

www.nationalschoolsregatta.co.uk 

Twitter  @nsr_uk         Facebook  National Schools' Regatta 

For J14 parents new to rowing at BMS this is the event everything has been working towards for the year and, 

if you are going to attend any event, this is the one to take a day off work and go to.  J14 boats will be racing 

on Friday, and races will be shorter in length than the events for J15 upwards that take place over Saturday 

and Sunday. 

For rowers and parents who attended J14 events last year then the Saturday is much busier and different to 

the casual and relatively quiet Friday, catering is provided by BMS and it is a great weekend of rowing. 

Location 

As in 2017 the event will take place at Eton Dorney lake near Windsor.  Postcode SL4 6QR will take you close 

enough to pick up the signage to the lake and the entrance, or you can look on the website for line by line 

directions from the motorway.  Parking is £20 per vehicle (cash only).  If you are going for all three days then 

ask about a three-day pass, which may be cheaper. 

Marquee 

The Headmaster and BMS are strong supporters of this event and provide a large marquee by the side of the 

course for use by the parents and supporters.  On Friday and Sunday there will be the usual tea, coffee and 

refreshments available, as would normally be provided from the gazebo, and members of the parents support 

group will be on hand to guide parents who are new to this event. 

On Saturday the school arranges catering for spectators and the team from the school will provide a BBQ and 

refreshments.   

In 2018 the BMS marquee will be relatively close to the finish line.  After parking your car walk along the lake 

towards the boat house (which is at the finish end) and look out for the BMS flags flying outside the marquee.  

Chairs and tables are available, but it is nice to bring your own folding chairs or blankets and sit on the grass to 

watch and cheer on the racing.  Many parents also bring their own snacks, drinks and picnic, especially on the 

Friday or Sunday when catering is not provided. 

Racing Arrangements 

Dorney Lake is a 2000 metre competition lake (as used in the last UK Olympics) and is capable of racing eight 

lanes in a regatta.  The J14 boats will only race six lanes abreast over 1000 metres and so finals and semi- finals 

will be for a maximum of six boats.  On Saturday and Sunday racing is up to eight lanes abreast over 2000 

metres  

Dependent on the number of entries, events will start with a time trial over 1000 metres for J14 and 1750 

metres for J15 and above.  The fastest 12 to 16 boats will go onto a semi-final and from this the boats will then 

be split into A and B finals.  The boats which do not make the semi-finals will be entered into C/D finals and on 

occasions the slowest may be eliminated. 

Sounds complicated?  It all becomes clear when you see the draw and rowing timetables, but what this 

process does is to allow as many rowers as possible to have at least two races and to take part in a final, rather 

than facing a sudden death situation where they have one race and then go home. 

 

 

http://www.nationalschoolsregatta.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/nsr_uk
https://www.facebook.com/nationalschoolsregatta/?ref=page_internal&hc_ref=PAGES_TIMELINE
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Rowers Welfare 

The school provide water and snacks for the rowers, but it is wise to send them with plenty more because they 

are hopefully in for a long day with up to three races.  There are also places at which to buy food, so money is 

useful.  Races can be as early as 8 am or as late as 6 pm so they may have many hours to hang around.  The 

sponsor, Charles Stanley, is providing free aluminium water bottles to all rowers if they go and get them from 

their marquee.  NSR are also placing water tanks around the event for rowers to refill their bottles. 

Weather can vary from wet and windy to hot and sunny and can change dramatically from one day to the next 

so hats, sunscreen, and suitable clothing and kit are essential.  Back up battery packs are useful for rowers 

(and for parents trying to follow the results pages on their phones), especially if the rowers have travelled up 

the night before as a crew and stayed over.  Every year my son’s phones have gone flat before the day is over. 

The rowers tend to congregate near the boat trailers and chill out between races but in 2018 there will also be 

a small marquee behind the main one for the rowers to store their bags and kit.  The rowers can have a lot of 

waiting around between races but will make guest appearances at the gazebo, especially if they are looking for 

grazing opportunities, want money for the NSR T shirt (see below), or are cheering on their colleagues. 

Some rowers will stay overnight in local hotels, others travel down on the day.  The school will circulate full 

details of which rowers are travelling and when as it also has to fit in with the J16 exam timetables. 

Spectator Welfare 

Apart from the catering supplied by the school on Saturday, there are numerous food and drink stalls and 

vendors at the event.  There is also a café operating upstairs in the boathouse and limited seating on the 

balcony looking up the course.  There are temporary toilets at various locations and toilets available in the 

boathouse.  A small retail “village” is near the boathouse end of the course.  Most importantly are the………. 

….NSR T Shirts 

In a very clever marketing ploy the event sells long sleeve T shirts which have on them the names of every 

competitor (yes the writing is very small).  They are normally of good quality and you will see rowers proudly 

wearing them years after the event.  The design changes every year so 2017 was navy, 2016 was mainly red, 

2015 mainly white (until I washed my son’s T shirt with a red top and it turned pink).  These T shirts are 

considered a must have item by most rowers. 

Needless to say, they sell like hot cakes and queues often build up at the sales tent where they also sell other 

branded NSR kit.  It is wise to buy one while the going is good, just in case they start to run short of a particular 

size.  Cost in previous years was £25 but they do have card machines. 

Finally – Important Spectator Rules 

The NSR organisers have some firm rules, particularly about cycling.  Only the coaches can cycle and follow 

races, if spectators do so then they risk the boat being disqualified.   

Coaches cycle and follow races on the island footpath (see plan below) where spectators are banned.  

Commentators are driven up and down the island, so they can provide accurate commentary on the race.   

Between the cars, and the coaches on bicycles, walking in this area would be like strolling in the fast lane of 

the M1 and it can be chaotic. 

Spectators can walk the length of the course on the marquee side of the lake along the footpath and 

comfortable footwear is recommended.  Dogs are allowed if they are kept under control.   

• See plan on next page.   See you there  ☺ 
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BMS Marquee 

(approximately) here 


